
   

Local &  shorthaul delivery National delivery

Labelling your  parcel:
 1. Find your destination on the map and 
identify the coloured zone. 
2. Refer to the matching coloured zone table 
for delivery rates. 

National Small Parcels
Parcels up to 2kg (.010m3). Shoe box size or equivalent only

Next day service# (within island). 2 day service# (between islands). 

Small Parcel Price Min label 
purchase

Frequent User $6.71*+ GST 50

Standard User $7.81*+ GST 20

National satchel        Maximum weight 5kg

Product Price Min satchel 
purchase

DL satchel  size: 126x240mm $2.86* + GST 20

A5 satchel  size: 190x260mm $3.59* + GST 20

A4 satchel  size: 250x325mm $6.19*+ GST 20

A3 satchel  size: 325x440mm $8.12*+ GST 20 

A2 satchel  size: 450x610mm $12.60*+ GST 20
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Maps not to scale. 
*  Minimum purchase requirements apply. Base rate only. Does not include any additional fuel surcharges if applicable. Visit fastway.co.nz for details.
# Estimated transit times in working days.
+ Local satchels available for delivery in the Pink Zone only
1 Rural destinations determined by Fastway Couriers. This is additional to the standard base label. 
Prices exclude GST. Effective as at 1 July 2018

Orange Zone
Parcels up to 15kg (.075m3).  Add 5kg Excess label for each additional 

5kg (.025m3) or part thereof, to 25kg max. Next day service#

Within South Island  
delivery Price Min label 

purchase

Frequent User $12.08*+ GST 20

Excess Label $5.00*+ GST 30

Transit times:
Local delivery - Same day
Inner shorthaul delivery - 1 day 
Outer shorthaul delivery - 1 day

Within Island - 1 day
Inter Island - 2 days 
Rural - Additional 2 days 

Pink Zone
Parcels up to 25kg (.125m3). One label per parcel.

AM pick-up > PM delivery# 
PM pick-up > AM delivery#

Local delivery Price Min label  
purchase

Frequent User* $4.32* + GST 20

Blue Zone
Parcels up to 25kg (.125m3). One label per parcel. One day service#

Inner shorthaul delivery Price Min label 
purchase

Frequent User $6.87* + GST 20

Lime Zone
Parcels up to 15kg (.075m3). Add one Excess label for each additional 

10kg (.05m3) or part thereof, to 25kg max. One day service#

Outer shorthaul delivery Price Min label  
purchase

Frequent User $9.16*+ GST 20

Excess Label $5.00*+ GST 30

Local

Inner Shorthaul

Outer Shorthaul

Within Island

Inter Island

Nationwide

1 x Pink label 
1 x Blue label 
1 x Lime label 
1 x Orange label 
1 x Aqua label 
1 x Yellow label 

Add 1 x Excess label

NOTE, if you are a high user within the Pink  zone you may be eligible for Navy or Brown labels. Ask your Courier Franchisee for details.

2 50Weight (kg) 1510 20 25

Add 1 x Excess label Add 1 x Excess label

1 x Red label 
1 x Rural label# Rural Areas

Additional Services:

Inter Island Add 1 x Excess label Add 1 x Excess label

Yellow Zone
Parcels up to 5kg (.025m3) - use an Aqua label. 2 day service#

Parcels 6-15kg (.075m3) - use a Yellow label. Add one Excess label for 
each additional 5kg (.025m3) or part thereof, to 25kg max. 2 day service#

Inter Island delivery Price Min label 
purchase

Parcels up to 5kgs (.025m3) $12.86*+ GST 20

Parcels 6 -15kgs (.075m3) $21.24* + GST 20

Excess Label $5.00*+ GST 30

Weigh, label & send your parcel
Your parcel delivery is calculated on the cubic 
weight (size) or the actual weight — whichever 
is greater.

a. Convert measurements to metres

 
b. Multiply the height x width x length x cubic 
 conversion (200) = cubic weight

 Example:    0.8 x 0.5 x 0.15 x 200 = 12kg

c. So if the actual weight is 5kg and the cubic  
  weight is 12kg — the greater weight of  
 12kg is used to select the label/s.

Example: if a parcel is:

Height: 80cm > 0.8m
Width: 50cm > 0.5m
Length: 15cm > 0.15m

Labelling your  parcel:
1.  Find your destination on the map and identify the coloured zone 
2. Refer to the parcel ruler above and apply relevant labels based 

on your parcel weight    
3. Refer to the respective coloured zone tables for label rates

Parcel ruler

Additional services

Saturday
Add one label per 25kg (.125m3) to all parcels and satchels requiring  
Saturday delivery1. This service is only available in selected major 
metropolitan destinations. This label is additional to the standard 
base label.

$5.31 10 
labels min. 
purchase

Rural
Add one rural label per 25kg (.125m3) to all parcels and satchels when 
sending to rural destinations1. Maximum length 1.5m. This label is 
additional to the standard base label.

$5.05 10 
labels min. 
purchase

Trans-Tasman and International Freight
Sending overseas? For more information on our Trans-Tasman and International service, 
email international@fastway.co.nz


